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SHAPE OUR UNIVERSITY!  
SHAPE-LEX is a young collaboration of ambitious and qualified 

individuals, which aims to make a stand in subjects that truly 

matter to students, at University level.  

LEX is the student representative organ of the Law Faculty 

Association Ouranos. To share experience and knowledge, 

 

1 QUALITY OF EDUCATION  

these associations are collaborating in the University Council under one list: List SHAPE-LEX. 

We strive for a great study time at Maastricht University, and have propositions  on the 

themes of education quality, student wellbeing, sustainability, and transparency.  

We strive to improve study facilities, especially during exam weeks, by using leftover classrooms and preserving the time slot 

system. This way, every student gets the chance to study somewhere quiet.  

We strive for free language courses offered by the Language Centre, so that the threshold for taking up a new language skill 

is lowered. In today’s global society, having a grip on multiple languages is of high value.  

The online university library should be expanded to make it easier for students to prepare course work and deepen existing 

understanding straight from home. This should be done without incurring extra costs for the student.  

We would like to see the collaborations for e-learning between UM and other universities broaden, and we aim to expand 

existing e-learnings with new subjects.  

We aim to preserve the easy accessibility to education and time management advantages that hybrid education brought. 

Better lecture recordings, knowledge clips, and technological infrastructure will improve flexibility in studying.  

We strive towards a system that makes it easier for students to expand their curriculum, through improved interfaculty 

collaboration. Students should be stimulated to broaden their horizons, not prevented from it!  

We believe UM should adopt an educational planning system that allows for clarity, transparency, and regularity for 

students. This will also render interfaculty learning much easier. Read our full explanation here.  

https://a3c75c58-f101-4a06-8077-4488b89d3ca5.usrfiles.com/ugd/a3c75c_608fcbbf81034f3ea1da63b970f1bdd8.pdf


HEALTHY LIFESTYLE 
SHAPE-LEX supports a healthy lifestyle for all students. We recognize that the 

catering in UM facilities can undergo significant improvement in terms of 

pricing and options. In addition, it is important to promote sports. That’s why 

we want to strive for reduced prices for access to UM sports facilities, by 

exploring other funding options and inquiring with other universities.  

STUDENT HEALTH SERVICES 
UM offers different health services like study advisors, student psychologists and 

internship coordinators. Unfortunately, these services are mostly unknown 

amongst students. For better access to these student aids, SHAPE-LEX wants to 

focus on a better promotion in which students are approached in a more 

accessible and transparent way. 

STUDENT WELLBEING  2 
COMMUNITY FEELING 

Maastricht is a welcoming city for national students, international students 

and University staff. However, the lack of a single campus may impede the 

student experience. SHAPE-LEX wants to strive for a “UM student” feeling and 

not just a “Faculty student” one. In order to achieve this, we will strive for 

organising more activities involving the whole university.  

SOCIAL INVOLVEMENT 
UM does not take personal circumstances sufficiently enough into account. 

UM should do more to improve social life and avoid loneliness of their 

students. Social media platforms should be created to make it easier for 

students to communicate with each other. This way, we aim at ensuring that 

people outside of study associations are more involved.   

DIVERSITY 
UM is the most international university in the Netherlands and that is why 

SHAPE-LEX finds it important that every student, irrespective of their 

nationality, feels included. We have the ambition to require most University 

events to be done in English, especially with regard to extracurricular events 

like orientation days.  



3 SUSTAINABILITY  

SHAPE-LEX aims to take significant steps towards a carbon neutral 

campus. This requires long-term investments in renewable energy 

sources such as solar panels, for which we want to explore funding 

possibilities and evaluate the multi-year budget. We also believe that 

UM should invest in greenery on campus where possible. 

 

We aim for zero paper waste by providing reusable resources in class 

and allowing students to take their notes digitally in all lectures and 

tutorials. Reducing plastic use is also a priority, starting with finding a 

replacement for coffee cup lids and stimulating students and staff to 

bring their own cup.  

 

We strive for improved catering. UM should work with local products, 

offer a good selection of meat- and dairy-free alternatives, and replace 

plastic and non-recyclable packaging for foods offered. Initiatives to 

reduce food waste should be employed and improved.  

4 TRANSPARENCY 

Employability: deploying a broader employability programme offers students more perspective 

and insight into their future. In particular, we want to realize a bigger, more transparent and 

up-to-date database for internships. Additionally, internship coordinators should collaborate 

with study associations, as they maintain good contact with potential employers.  

Student housing: we firmly believe that UM should do more to facilitate adequate student 
accommodation. A separate service desk, responsible for helping students navigate the 
housing market, should be established. UM should make students more aware of and offer 
guidance for dealing with exploitative house lords.  

Updates: after the elections, students must be informed about progress within UM. We strive 
to use social media to ensure that students are aware of developments in the University 
Council. This way, students are up-to-date regarding important topics within UM.  

VOTE 


